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1099 Verification Timeline






December 2, 2021 – 1099 Workshop
December 2021 – SCOE IT Install 21.04 Escape Release into Production
December 2021 – SCOE IT Load 1099s for 2021
December 2021 – Review vendors setup and 1099s
December 21, 2021 – Last APY Production Due by noon

 January 7, 2022 – Verification Reports due to SCOE
(Submit Verification Reports by 4:30 pm to SCOE
Business Services: jsarsfield@scoe.org and
carend@scoe.org )
 VERIFICATION REPORTS
o 1099 Checklist
o ReqPay07 Vendor 1099 Log
o ReqPay16 Vendor 1099 Detail
 **Both Checklist and Final Reports must be signed by CBO**
 January 7-21, 2022 - SCOE Business Services Review
 January 26, 2022 - SCOE IT/Print Shop to Print
 January 31, 2022 – 1099s are mailed by SCOE Business Services

After SCOE has generated the
1099 file, NO new data can be
added to 1099 Form by the
Districts. Districts will need to
contact Christy Arend.
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1099 Escape Checklist
Organization Record
 Review Section 5 – AP 1099 Setup
o Verify that the 1099 Address and contact information are correct
o If changes needed send request to helpdesk@scoe.org
Review Account Component Setup
 Review Object Codes for correct 1099 Boxes

Vendor Setup based on W-9
 Flagged for 1099
 Tax ID or SSN
 Tax Classification
 Address
 Review DBAs
 Review Foreign Vendors with Christy Arend, SCOE Business Services
 TIN Verification
Vendor 1099 List - Searching / Reviewing
 Check Status and Problem Description
 Resolve problems
 Check for duplicate vendors and multiple (TIN) Tax Id Numbers and (SSN)
Social Security Numbers
 Create manual adjustments if needed
 Manually add vendors paid outside of Escape
 Rerun 1099 List to update vendor information on list before running reports
Reports
 Review Vendor 1099 Snapshots
 ReqPay18-Vendor Check Detail (Run throughout the calendar year)
 ReqPay07-Vendor Log (Can only run after 21.04 installed)
 ReqPay16-Vendor 1099 Detail (Can only run after 21.04 installed)
Submit FINAL Signed Reports on January 7, 2022 by 4:30 pm to:
jsarsfield@scoe.org and carend@scoe.org
1099 Checklist
ReqPay07-Vendor Log
ReqPay16-Vendor 1099 Detail
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Section 1 – 1099 Basic Concepts
Independent Contractor vs. Employee
In determining whether the person providing service is an employee or an independent
contractor, all information that provides evidence of the degree of control and independence
must be considered.
Before you can determine how to treat payments you make for services, you must first
know the business relationship that exists between the District and the person performing
the services. Per the IRS, The general rule is that an individual is an independent
contractor if the payer has the right to control or direct only the result of the work, not what
will be done and how it will be done. Districts should consider all evidence of the degree
of control and independence in the employer/worker relationship. Whether a worker is an
independent contractor or employee depends on the facts in each situation.

The IRS and State of California assume that a worker is an employee unless

proven otherwise
•

Education Code has defined many employee positions
o Education Code Sections 45100-45139/88000-88040 defines what constitutes
Classified service.
o Education Code Sections 44830-44929/87400-87488 defines Certificated service
positions.
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IRS Independent Contractor Determination
The IRS follows the Common Law Rules for determination. To determine whether an
individual is an employee or an independent contractor under the common-law, the
relationship of the worker and the business must be examined. In any employee-independent
contractor determination, all information that provides evidence of the degree of control and
the degree of independence must be considered.

Behavioral
Financial
Type of
Relationship

Company has control or has the right to control what the worker does
and how the worker does their job
Are the business aspects of the worker’s job controlled by the payer?
(These include things like how the worker is paid, whether expenses
are reimbursed, who provides the tools/supplies, etc.)
Are there written contracts or employee type benefits (example:
pension plan, insurance, vacation pay, etc.) Will the relationship
continue and is the work performed a key aspect of the business?

The IRS has Form SS-8 – Determination of Worker Status for Purposes of Federal Employee
Taxes and Income Tax Withholding to help employers determine the status of their workers.

IRS Publication 15-A – Employers Supplemental Tax Guide is also an excellent
resource for determination guidelines.
https://www.irs.gov/publications/p15a
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California Independent Contractor Determination
Assembly Bill (AB) 5, replaces the common law test with the ABC test to determine

whether a worker is an employee or independent contractor in California. Effective January 1,
2020, hiring entities are required to classify workers as employees unless they meet all three
conditions of the ABC test.
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Special Consideration under Condition B of the ABC test for Educational entities. The

hiring entity must establish that the worker performs work that is outside the usual course of its
business. Any services normally provided to the public as part of the scope of the business
could be considered “the usual course of business”. Contracted workers who provide services
in a role comparable to that of an existing employee will likely be viewed as working in the
usual course of the hiring entity’s business.
Some problem areas for educational entities could be:
• Walk on Coaches
• Nurses
• Bus Drivers
• Language Interpreters
• Occupational Therapists
• Speech Therapists
• Licensed Professional Clinical Counselors
• School Tutors
• Outside instructors in the areas of dance, drama, art, etc.

Third Party Vendors
Be cautious when hiring worker(s) through a third party vendor. While this seems like it
simplifies the independent contractor issues, California Labor Code section 2810.3, covers
businesses contracting for services with a third party, and requires that the companies
contracting for labor need to ensure that the contractors they are hiring follows wage and hour
laws. This could include reviewing the contractor’s pay practices.
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Hiring CalSTRS and CalPERS Retirees
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS WHEN HIRING A RETIREE AS AN INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR
•
•
•
•
•

Retirees should NOT be hired into “Interim” positions.
Retirees should NOT be hired into an established or existing Employee position.
Retirees cannot be hired with 180 Days of retirement as an Independent Contractor.
CalSTRS Retirees cannot work in a classified position except, under certain
circumstances as a teacher’s aide, per Ed Code 45134.
CalSTRS Earnings Limitation for 2021-2022 is $47,713, and must be reported to
STRS as per Ed Code 22461 no later than 45 days after the end of the pay period.
This is done immediately upon retention of services.
o SCOE requires districts to submit the CalSTRS Retiree Earnings Paid Through
Accounts Payable form whenever hiring a CalSTRS retiree and pays them
through Accounts Payable (AP).

•
•

CalPERS Earnings Limitation for 2021-2022 is 960 hours per Fiscal Year
Best Practice would be to hire them as an employee, when in doubt, to avoid
possible misclassification. Make sure to hire them as a time card assignment and
not in a regular position.

Retirees engaged as a true Independent Contractor are not subject to an Earnings
Limitation or Hours Limitation.
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Penalties for Misclassification
Federal Misclassification Penalties
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.5% of Wages
20% of worker’s SS/Medicare Taxes
$270 per Form-No W-2 to IRS
$270 per Form & $1000 fine for not
furnishing employee W-2
Interest on Past-due Deposits
Civil & Criminal Penalties

California Misclassification Penalties
•
•

•

•

Repayment of back payroll taxes including employee and employer
shares, subject to interest and a 10% penalty on the unpaid taxes.
Failure to withhold and pay California Payroll Taxes can also result in a
fine up to $1,000 for a misdemeanor or sentence to jail for up to one
year, or both willful misclassifications range in penalties from $5,000 to
$55,000 per instance.
Labor Code section 226.8 provides that employers can be liable for civil
penalties of $5,000 to $15,000 for each violation of “willful
misclassification” of employees as independent contractors.
In addition, if it is found that the employer has a pattern and practice of
misclassifying independent contractors, the penalties can increase to a
minimum of $10,000 to $25,000 per violation.

Hiring a Foreign and California Nonresident Alien Vendor

See the separate handout titled: “Reporting Foreign and California Nonresident Alien
Vendors Providing Services in California” provided by SCOE Business Services.
https://www.scoe.org/files/Foreign_and_CA_Nonresident_Alien_Vendors_and_Wire_Transfer
s.pdf

Wire Transfers

See the separate handout titled: “Wire Transfer Procedures for LEA” provided by SCOE
Business Services.
https://www.scoe.org/files/Foreign_and_CA_Nonresident_Alien_Vendors_and_Wire_Transfer
s_12.01.21.pdf
ESCAPE 1099 REPORTING FOR 2021
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Section 2 – Form W-9 Request for Taxpayer Identification
Number and Certification

The W-9 – Request for Taxpayer Identification Number and Certification form is an IRS

form that provides information needed to verify vendor status and setup the vendor record in
Escape. The recommendation is for districts to require a Form W-9 for every vendor they pay
and attach to the Vendor Record in Escape. W-9 forms are not required to be obtained each
year unless there is a change to the information. Changes may include a name change,
taxpayer Identification number change or a change of the entity type of the vendor.
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Part 1 - Vendor Tax ID Number vs. Social Security Numbers

•
•
•

If the vendor provides you with a Social Security Number (SSN) they must
provide their full name on the W-9 Form.
If the vendor provides you with a Tax Identification Number (TIN) they must
provide the Business Name.
When a vendor provides a TIN and a full name, the district should set the vendor
up with a DBA.

(TIN) Matching Process
IRS Publication 2108A
TIN Matching is part of a suite of Internet based pre-filing e-services that allows
“authorized payers” the opportunity to match 1099 payee information against IRS
records prior to filing information returns
https://www.irs.gov/tax-professionals/taxpayer-identification-number-tin-matching
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Section 3 – Form 1099-NEC and Form 1099-MISC
Instructions for 1099 NEC and 1099 MISC Reporting

When is a 1099 Required
Tax Classification

Possible 1099
Reporting

SSN

EIN/TIN

Individual/Sole Proprietor

YES

X

X

C Corporation

NO

X

S Corporation

NO

X

Partnership

YES

X

Trust/Estate

YES

X

Exempt

NO

X

LLC Corporation ( C )

NO

X

LLC S Corporation ( S )

NO

X

LLC Partnership ( P )

YES

X

1099 Vendor Tips
A 1099 vendor can only have one active SSN or TIN
Vendor can be a Sole Proprietor and not be an Independent Contractor
o In both cases you must have the 1099 field marked : “Yes”
• A vendor that supplies you with a SSN must supply their full name
• A vendor that supplies you with an EIN/TIN must provide the business name
• A vendor may have changed business types, remember to update 1099 flag
• An Independent Contractor must provide a SSN for EDD Independent Contractor
Reporting requirement
• A Partnership must supply one EIN/TIN associated with the business name
• An LLC must report as either a “P” for partnership or a “C” for corporation, or an “S” for
S Corporation
•
•
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Form 1099-NEC was enacted beginning with filing year 2020 to report nonemployee
payments that were previously reported in Box 7 of Form 1099 Misc.

Examples of 1099-NEC Reportable Payments
•
•
•
•

Professional service fees, such as fees to attorneys (including corporations),
accountants, arcClickects, contractors, engineers, etc.
Payment for services, including payment for parts or materials used to perform the
services if supplying the parts or materials was incidental to providing the service
Director’s fees and other remuneration
Prizes and awards for services performed by nonemployees

Exceptions to Reporting Form 1099-NEC
Some payments do not have to be reported on Form 1099-NEC, although they may be taxable
to the recipient. Payments for which a Form 1099-NEC is not required include all of the
following:
• Generally, payments to a corporation (including a limited liability company (LLC) that is
treated as a C or S corporation)
• Payments for merchandise, telegrams, telephone, freight, storage, and similar items
• Payments of rent to real estate agents or property managers. However, the real estate
agent or property manager must use Form 1099-MISC to report the rent paid over to the
property owner. See Regulations sections 1.6041-3(d), 1.6041-1(e)(5), Example 5, and
the instructions for box 1
• Wages paid to employees (report on Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement)
• Military differential wage payments made to employees while they are on active duty in
the Armed Forces or other uniformed services (report on Form W-2)
• Business travel allowances paid to employees (may be reportable on Form W-2)
• Cost of current life insurance protection (report on Form W-2 or Form 1099-R,
Distributions from Pensions, Annuities, Retirement or Profit-Sharing Plans, IRAs,
Insurance Contracts, etc.)
• Payments to a tax-exempt organization including tax-exempt trusts (IRAs, HSAs, Archer
MSAs, Coverdell ESAs, and ABLE (529A) accounts), the United States, a state, the
District of Columbia, a U.S. possession, or a foreign government.
• Payments made to or for homeowners from the HFA Hardest Click Fund or similar state
program (report on Form 1098-MA).
• Compensation for injuries or sickness by the Department of Justice as a public safety
officer disability or survivor's benefit, or under a state program that provides benefits for
surviving dependents of a public safety officer who has died as the direct and proximate
result of a personal injury sustained in the line of duty.
• Compensation for wrongful incarceration for any criminal offense for which there was a
conviction under federal or state law. See section 139F, Certain amounts received by
wrongfully incarcerated individuals.
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Form 1099-NEC

Box 1 – Non-Employee Compensation
Services performed by someone who is not your employee
Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Services (no Corporation exemption for Medical and Legal)
Customized merchandise/software
Catering
Attorney fees
Training/Speaker Fees
Gift cards for Services
Website programming
Registration fees for conferences and workshops
Unsubstantiated Expense/Travel payments and reimbursements to Non-Employees
Software you pay an on-going fee to use through the vendor’s server or the “cloud”

NOTE: SCLS is EXEMPT from 1099 reporting because they are a governmental agency.
Box 4 – Federal Income Tax Withheld

•

Amount withheld back to comply with backup withholding requirements

Box 5-7 – State Tax Withheld
•

Amount of state income tax withheld
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Form 1099-MISC
Examples of 1099-Misc. Reportable Payments
When threshold has been met by a Non-Corporation or Exempt Entity
•

Threshold of at least $10 in royalties (see the instructions for box 2) or broker
payments in lieu of dividends or tax-exempt interest (see the instructions for box 8).

•

Threshold of at least $600 in:
o Rents (box 1);

o Prizes and awards (box 3);

o Other income payments (box 3);

o Generally, the cash paid from a notional principal contract to an individual,
partnership, or estate (box 3);
o Any fishing boat proceeds (box 5);

o Medical and health care payments (box 6);
o Crop insurance proceeds (box 9);

o Payments to an attorney (box 10) (see Payments to attorneys, later);
o Section 409A deferrals (box 12); or

o Nonqualified deferred compensation (box 14).

Form 1099-MISC
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Box 1 – Rents
Services performed by someone who is not your employee
Examples:
•
•
•
•

Payments for real estate rental such as office space, lease of a building, rental of
parking space unless paid directly to a real estate agent
Rental or lease payments on copiers, computers, construction equipment
Some Renewal fees to continue to access Software purchased from a U. S. NonCorporation
Payments for rental of space such as rental of meeting space, motel/hotel rooms

Box 2 – Royalties
Examples:
•
•
•
•

Payments for the right to use intellectual property such as copyrighted items in
performances to the public
Drama Dept- use of a play
Band Dept.- use of music
Literary rights, publishing, licensing fees or copyrighted material

Box 3 – Other Income
Examples:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Items not specifically reportable in other boxes
Reportable legal damages; punitive, non-physical injury, discrimination/defamation
Settlement agreement awarded attorney fees to claimant
Fair market value of awards/prizes not for services performed
Honorariums
Beneficiary or Estate payment of a deceased employee’s wages

Box 4 – Federal Tax Withheld
•

Report all back-up withholding amounts

Box 6 – Medical and Healthcare
No Corporate Exemption
Examples:
•
•
•
•
•

Ambulance Services
For Profit Hospitals
X-Rays and Lab Services
Psychiatrists & Psychologists
Payments for Emergency Care Clinics and Physicians
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Rehabilitation Centers
Therapist
Drug Testing
Physicals
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Box 10 – Gross Proceeds Paid to an Attorney
No Corporate Exemption
Examples:
•
•

Attorney or law firm named as payee’s on checks for amounts garnished from a
contractor payment
Attorney or law firm named as payee’s on settlement checks
Note: Attorney and Law Firms that perform services for a district are reportable on
Form 1099-NEC in Box 1. SCLS is EXEMPT from 1099 reporting because they are a
Governmental agency.

Box 15, 16 & 17 – State Withholding
•

Amount of State Income Tax Withheld

DISCLAIMER: The 1099 Basic Concepts
information provided above is for
general information purposes only.
Districts should not rely solely on this
material but seek tax/legal counsel
when needed.
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Section 4 – Backup Withholding
Backup Withholding

Backup withholding is a type of income tax withheld
on specific income types when a payee required to
receive a Form 1099 Misc. fails to provide the payer
with a correct tax payer identification number (TIN).
If backup withholding is required to the IRS, it is
also required to withhold and remit backup
withholding to the state of California.

State of California.

Backup withholding requires a payer to deduct
and withhold 24% for the IRS and 7% for the

Must solicit three times for the TIN in order to avoid a penalty
1. Before the first payment is made to the vendor
2. At the end of the year if vendor has still failed to provide TIN
3. At the end of the 2nd year if the vendor still has not provided TIN
Reporting Backup Withholding to the Payee
You must provide vendors with information on the amounts withheld from each check. This
would be reported on Form 1099-Misc, Box 4 or for services paid, report on Form 1099 NEC
Box 4. California backup withholding would be reported using Form 592-B.
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/2019/2019-592-b.pdf
Reporting Backup Withholding to the Agencies
Form 945 is an annual report form, used for reporting all federal backup withholding for the
year. You can e-file this form or send it by mail. If you send by mail please read the instructions
on where to mail as it differs with and without a payment.
https://www.irs.gov/forms-pubs/about-form-945
Any California backup withholding is reported to the state on annual form 592.
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/forms/misc/592.pdf?refresh=39610

Please contact Christy Arend, Business Services if you need additional information or refer to
the following IRS webpage: https://www.irs.gov/businesses/small-businessesself- employed/backup-withholding
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IRS B Notices – CP2100/2100A Notice
When the IRS sends a notice indicating a missing or incorrect payee TIN, the payer is required
to send the payee a form W-9 packet within 15 business days from the date of the notice, or
date of receipt of the notice, whichever is later.
This packet should include a copy of the notice and a blank form W-9. The mailing envelope
should be clearly marked with “Important Tax Information Enclosed”. Send the vendor
packet by certified mail for proof of mailing. Vendor must hand sign (no electronic signatures)
the newly submitted Form W-9.
The payee must correct the TIN information and respond within 15 days. If the TIN information
is not received within 30 days, payers must begin backup withholding at the 24% rate until a
Form W-9 is received.
The payer should cease backup withholding no later than 30 days after the payer furnishes a
completed form W-9 or TIN validation from the IRS/SSA.
If this is the second time a vendor has been on a B-Notice within three years:
Send the vendor a “Second B-Notice letter”
Do not send a Form W-9
o Vendor must provide a letter from IRS for an EIN or Social Security Card if using
a SSN
o If the TIN is an EIN, the payee must validate their TIN by providing an IRS Letter
147c (This needs to be requested from the IRS by the payee)
o If no 147c letter is provided, begin backup withholding no later than 30 business
days after the date on the second notice

Where to Call IRS for help
For questions about backup withholding, information reporting, Forms 1099, or the B notices:
Technical Services Operation Customer Service Section
•
•

Telephone: (866) 455-7438 (Toll Free) (304) 263-8700 (Not Toll
Free)
Hours 8:30AM to 4:30PM – Monday through Friday – Eastern Time
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Section 5 – Payments
Deceased employees: Final Pay in Escape (updated 11/2021)
It is necessary for LEAs to use the correct process for paying and reporting compensation for
deceased employees. Guidelines can be found in IRS Publication 15 and in the Instructions
for Form W2.
Step 1: HR must end the assignment effective the date of death. Make certain the employee
has enough sick leave to be in paid status, or else Payroll should enter a dock.
Step 2: After entering the final sick leave taken, vacation pay out, etc., Payroll should adjust
all leave balances to zero.
Step 3: Determine whether any class size overages or other stipends and/or earnings are
owed.
Step 4: Work with HR to figure out the appropriate end dates for health benefits, dues and
other deductions. Normally the deductions should end as of the last day of the month during
which the employee passed away.
 Exception: CTA Dues are not taken in the month of death
Step 5: Change the number of Federal and State tax exemptions to “99” so no income taxes
are withheld.
Step 6: Review the benefit inflation and refund any additional amounts taken from the start of
the fiscal year to the date of death that would have covered any future months of coverage (i.e.
July and August premiums).
Step 7: When final payment is made AFTER the year of death:
 Do not withhold Social Security and Medicare taxes
 Do not process through payroll
 Zero out Gross Pay by using the Regular Addon to reverse compensation
 Skip Step 8 and proceed to Step 9
Step 8: When final payment is made in the SAME year of death:
 Calculate pay in Escape on the next (final) regular payroll, triggering a DNP
payout if applicable
 Zero out Gross Pay by using the Regular Addon to reverse compensation
 Add Z-Medi and Z-OASDI to report Gross earnings and deductions for
Medicare and OASDI if they apply (Christy Arend needs to be notified anytime
these Z-addons are used)
 Enter REPAY deduction to zero out net pay
 When processing AP payment, separate Gross and Net pay and flag the salary
account component as 1099 – 3(Other income)
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Step 9: ALERT Christy Arend in SCOE Business Services (carend@scoe.org or 524-2656)
when you have a deceased employee. When applicable, she will work with you to correct the
Federal and State W2 boxes prior to the last payroll of the calendar year. Usually these
adjustments will be done with Z-type Addons.
 NOTE: It is recommended to process the final payment through AP rather than
out of the district’s revolving account. However, should the district decide to pay
the deceased outside of Escape, using the district’s revolving account, skip steps
10 and 11. Instead you will need to manually enter the vendor and payment
information for 1099 reporting at calendar year end. Put a tickler in your calendar
year end 1099 file as a reminder.
Step 10: When making final payment through Escape’s AP, create a NEW vendor in
accounts payable to “The Estate of (employee)”
 Have the family complete a W9 in order to obtain the TIN or SSN for the
beneficiary or estate
 It is best to have a Designation of Beneficiary for Pay Warrant form on file
for all employees as provided by Government Code 53245:
 In the event of death, the employee may designate a beneficiary to
receive all warrants or checks that will be payable to the employee
 Flag the vendor “Yes” for 1099
 Set the Salary Object Account Component record to report in Box 3 of 1099

Go to Finance – Purchasing – Vendors

Example for creating a new
vendor to the estate
Complete section 6 – Payment
Information to create a 1099
Form
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Go to Finance – Setup – Chart of Accounts – Account Components
Changes in Account Components are based on user permissions
 Search for Salary Object Code
 Form 1099: 3 {Other Income}
o This flag can be changed back after 1099s are finalized

Step 11: Accounts Payable creates a direct payment requisition to issue the warrant to the
new vendor “Estate of”:
 When final payment is made in the SAME YEAR the employee passed:
• Process payment using object code 9213 for the net pay and object 1XXX
(Certificated) or 2XXX (Classified) for the gross pay. (done in Step 8)
• The warrant should be issued no later than the date of the next payroll
• Using a requisition will document the appropriate approvals
• Set these objects to report in Box 3 of Form 1099 since this is the only
occasion to issue AP warrants coded to these accounts
• Include a letter with the warrant explaining the pay and that they will
receive both a W2 and a 1099
 When final payment is made AFTER the year of death code, process payment
using object codes 1XXX (Certificated) or 2XXX (Classified)
• This warrant should be issued NO LATER than the date of the next payroll
• Set these objects to report in Box 3 of Form 1099 since this is the only
occasion to issue AP warrants coded to these accounts
• Include a letter with the warrant explaining the pay and that they will
receive a 1099 (only)
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Non-Reportable Payments
Credit Card Payments
Credit card payments are not reportable on form 1099. These are reported by the credit card
companies.
Scholarship Payments
Not reportable on Form 1099 when:
• Given to a U.S. Candidate for a degree at an eligible educational institution
• It is used only for educational expenses excluding room and board
• It doesn’t represent payment for teaching, research, or other services required as a
condition for receiving the scholarship.

Other examples of Non-Reportable payments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Payments for utilities
Purchases of goods unless incidental to services
Insurance premiums
Substantiated travel reimbursements to consultants
Dues/Subscriptions to professional organizations
Settlements for personal physical injury, medical expenses, property damage claims
Storage facilities rentals, rent paid to a real estate agent

NOTE: These are examples – if in doubt, mark the payment for reporting
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Proposed IRS Regulations on Cloud and Digital Content

Payments for software, software licenses, apps, and cloud transactions can be classified as
goods, royalties, rental payments, or payments for services. You must determine what it is you
are paying for in order to determine how to treat the payment for tax reporting purposes.
Digital content would include: books, movies, and music in digital format in addition to
computer programs.
Copyright Rights allow you to:
• Make copies for the purposes of distribution to the public by sale, rental or lease
• Prepare derivative content based upon the copyrighted digital content
• Make a public performance of the digital content
• Publicly display the digital content
NOTE: If you have purchased any copyright rights above for a non-cloud purchase, all four of
the above rights will result in a non-reportable goods purchase. Purchasing at least one of the
rights will result in a royalty payment.
Examples:
• A purchase for a one-time fee “canned software” that contains license agreements that
allow you to download the software to your hardware = Goods – Not Reportable
•

Digital content that you purchase and own all the copyrights to = Goods – Not
Reportable

•

Digital content that you purchase and own 1 to 3 copyrights = Royalty – Box 2 form
1099 Misc

•

Downloadable Digital content that runs solely on your servers that you pay an on-going
fee for use and have copyright rights = Rental payment – Box 1 form 1099 Misc.
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Cloud transaction would be defined as a transaction through which a person obtains ondemand network access to computer hardware, digital content, or other similar resources.

Factors indicating that a cloud transaction is classified as a service for 1099 reporting includes
the following:
1. Customer is not in physical possession of the property
2. The customer does not control the property beyond the customer’s network access and
use of the property
3. The customer does not have a significant economic or possessory interest in the
property
4. The service provider bears any risk of substantially diminished receipts or substantially
increased expenditures if there is nonperformance under the contract
5. The service provider uses the property concurrently to provide significant services to
entities unrelated to the service recipient
6. The total contract price substantially exceeds the rental value of the property for the
contract period
Cloud content that doesn’t meet the above criteria of a service would be reported as a rental
payment.
Reporting of Non-Digital Software from U.S. Vendors
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Reporting Settlement Payments

Reportable:
• Defamation: the action of damaging the good reputation of someone; slander
• Discrimination
• Emotional injuries not arising
• Monetary losses
• Employment settlements
Non-Reportable:
• Payments for damages received due to personal physical injury or physical sickness
• Property claims
• Medical reimbursements

1. Was the attorney in the settlement issued a separate check for the attorney fees?
• If yes, report in box 1 of form 1099-NEC
2. Was the payment made out in the name of both the claimant and attorney?
• If yes, report the gross amount of the check in Box 10 of form 1099 misc. for the
attorney
• Report on 1099 Misc. Box 3 to the claimant for their reportable amounts.
3. Reportable amounts awarded to the claimant
• Punitive damages are always taxable and reportable
• Attorney fees awarded to claimant may be reportable
• Report both on form 1099 Misc. Box 3
• The attorney does not need a Form 1099 if the check is written only to the
claimant (Reg 1.6045-5(f))
4. If more than one attorney is listed as a payee on the check
• Issue a Form 1099 Misc. to only the attorney to whom the check is delivered
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Special Education Settlements
Form 1099 Misc. reporting of Special Education settlement agreements has not been
specifically addressed by the IRS. If the Special Education costs can be related to Medical
Expenses they are not taxable to the parents.
Include in medical expenses:
• Fees you pay on a doctor’s recommendation for a child’s tutoring by a teacher who is
specially trained to work with children who have learning disabilities caused by mental
or physical impairments.
• The cost (tuition, meals, and lodging) of attending a school that furnishes special
education to help a child overcome learning disabilities. For expenses to be deductible,
a doctor must recommend that the child attend the school.
Do not include in medical expenses:
• The cost of sending a child with behavioral problems to a school, if the availability of
medical care in the school isn’t a principal reason for sending the student there.
Please see IRS Publication 502 for more information regarding medical expenses
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p502.pdf
Examples:
• Reimbursements to parents – usually not reportable
• Punitive Damages – Reportable Box 3 to claimant
• Attorney Fees – Reportable to Attorney and Claimant if considered taxable
• Interest – Reportable to Claimant on Form 1099 INT.
Note: To protect the LEA from underreporting settlement claims the district may choose to:
 Report the full amount
o Include information to the claimant that they should seek tax advice (refer to IRS
Publication 502)
 Contact a Tax Attorney
o If the payee attorney requests a correction ask for citing in writing as to why the
correction should be made.
o This may protect you in an audit
 Apply for a private letter ruling from the IRS

The above is not legal advice but guidance to
help you with making your reporting decisions
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Section 6 – Reporting in Escape
Review Organization Record

The organization record can be used to override the “company information” from the
System table. In addition, this is where the sort option for the printing of 1099s is defined.

Go to System – Setup – Organization
This is “read only”, but be reviewed for accurate District setup
•

•

Review Section 5 – AP 1099 Setup for
o Federal and State Tax Id (Default from HR/Payroll Setup)
o Employer Name
o Address
o Print Sort Options (form mailed from SCOE)
Send request to helpdesk@scoe.org for any changes that need to be made

There are several fields in the Organization record in the AP 1099 Setup category that concern
1099 processing.
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Federal Tax ID for 1099 – This field is used for processing 1099s. Escape uses cascading
logic to determine the EIN for a 1099. It will look at the organization record and at the fund
component of the account(s) used to pay the vendor. The logic first looks at the Federal Tax ID
defined in the Fund component. If this field is not filled out, then it will use the Federal Tax ID
for 1099 in the AP 1099 Setup category of the Organization record. If the Federal Tax ID for
1099 in the AP 1099 Setup category is also blank, the software uses the Federal Tax ID for
Payroll Processing (under the HR/Payroll Setup category) in the Organization record.
State Tax ID for 1099 – If this field is not filled out, the software uses the State Tax ID for
Payroll Processing (under the HR/Payroll Setup category) in the Organization record.
Employer Name – Specific name for the 1099 processing. If this is left blank, the software will
use the information from the System table.
Employer Address – Specific address for the 1099 processing. If this is left blank, the
software will use the information from the System table.
Print Sort Option – Select the sort order for 1099s. There are three options: Address Name,
Zip Code and Vendor ID.
Print Account Option – Select print options for 1099s. You can suppress printing of an
account, use the customer account or use the Vendor ID. Printing an account, a
customer account or a Vendor ID is helpful if the vendor calls with a question.
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Review Account Component Setup

Account Components access is Permission based. Check with an authorized user in your
district before making changes in Object Account Components.
During 1099 processing, the software searches through the checks looking for the object, and
reports the amounts to the box specified in the Account Component Record. Escape allows
you to control which box a vendor’s payments are reported to by specifying the applicable
object codes for each box.

Go to Finance – Setup – Chart of Accounts – Account Components
•
•
•
•

•

Fiscal Year: 2022 {2021/2022} default
Component: Object
Component Value: 5
Click Go

Use the Quick Start menu

From the list, click on the 1099 Column to sort by the 1099 Box Number to review
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•

Review the 1099 Form Box field in the Account Components activity

Designations have been made here to allow the system to automatically flag anything
paid to these objects and will be populated into the correct 1099 form boxes (Escape
looks for 1099 coding first).
In all cases vendors must be flagged in the vendor record as Yes for 1099.
Remember to review the box definitions for use in the Account Component 1099 boxes.
•

Click on the record to open and review or make changes

Beginning CY 2020 there is no
longer a Form 1099 Box field. The
software is intuitive enough to
know that if the Form 1099 field
is a 7 {Nonemployee Compensation}
a Form 1099-NEC will be produced.
All other Form 1099 codes will
produce a 1099-MISC
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Vendor Records and the W9 Relationship
The Vendor Name, SSN/TIN, Classification and Address are entered into Escape as
indicated on the W-9 Form. Be sure to review the vendor has completed all the
information correctly.

W9 Form Section Information Detail

Escape Vendor Record Field

Section 1

Name (as shown on their tax return, cannot be blank)

Vendor Name - Section 1

Section 2

Business Name (If different from above. This does include
Trade Name, DBA Name or Disregarded Entity Name)

Addresses

Vendor Name – Section 1

Section 3

Federal Tax Classification (Person whose name is entered in
Section 1 – They can ONLY
one box)

Tax Classification – Section 1

Section 4

Exemptions (does not apply to individuals-see W9 Instructions)

1099 (mark Yes or No) – Section 3

Section 5

Address (Number, Street, Apartment or Suite No.)

Addresses

Section 6

Address (City, State, and Zip Code)

Addresses

Social Security Number (must provide full name with SSN)

State Tax Id or SSN – Section 1

EIN/TIN (must provide business name with EIN/TIN)

Federal Tax Id – Section 1

Part 1

Part II

Certification Signature (Must be signed)
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Vendor Records
Go to Finance – Purchasing – Vendors

Use the Quick Start menu

Open Vendor Record or Create New

1 - Vendor Description
•

Vendor ID is generated by the software after data is entered and record is closed

•

Enter the Vendor Name and Sort Name

•

Enter the Federal Tax ID, or State Tax ID or SSN

•

o

Enter the ID with the correct formatting: xx-xxxxxx or xxx-xx-xxxx (for SSNs). If you
enter nine characters without a dash, the software assumes that the number is
a social security number

o

The Federal Tax ID and the State Tax ID fields are used for reporting. The software
looks first at the Federal Tax ID field. If it is blank, the software uses the entry in the
State Tax ID or SSN field. For independent contractor reporting, the software first
looks at the State Tax ID or SSN field. If it is blank the software uses the entry to
Federal Tax ID.

Enter Tax Classification
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3 – Independent Contractor Information
•

Enter Yes if this vendor is an independent contractor. To determine if the vendor is an
independent contractor, ask the question, does the vendor require a 1099? If the answer is
yes, they very likely could be an independent contractor. The exception would be a
franchise owner, like A1 Party Rentals, or other vendors with federal tax IDs. In that case,
the vendor would require a 1099 but would not be considered an independent contractor.
Independent contractors have special logic for reporting their social security number. The
software looks first at the State Tax ID field in the vendor record to see if it is formatted as a
social security number. If it is not, the software looks at the Federal Tax ID field. If that field
is not formatted as an SSN either, the report shows zeros as the tax id.

•

Independent Contractor: Yes

•

EDD Print Date: This is the date reported the vendor to EDD. The software automatically
inserts this date during the Independent Contractor reporting process.

See separate handout “Independent
Contractor Reporting” for steps to report
1099 Vendors to EDD
https://www.scoe.org/files/Independent_Contractor_Report
ing.pdf
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6 – Payment Information
•
•
•

•

W9 Required: Yes
W9 Received Date: MM/DD/YYYY
1099 Form Box: Use Drop Down Menu
o Enter the 1099 info for reporting all payments made to this vendor
o This field overrides 1099 Form field defined in the account object
o Do not fill out this field unless you want EVERY payment to this vendor to go to a
single sum
o If field is left blank or 0 (zero) the software bases its 1099 payment search on
account components
1099: Yes

Addresses
The lower portion of the Vendor Tab in the Vendor Record is dedicated to the address
information. 1099 Reporting Address Rules that apply:
•
•
•
•

Vendor must have at least one address marked as the issue default and one address
marked as the remit default
Only one address can be designated as each type (i.e., cannot have two addresses as
the remit default), but could have one address tagged for both issue and remit.
Only one address can be marked as 1099
If there is no address marked as 1099, the following logic will prevail:
o The first address record encountered marked as 1099
o The last check address
o The first address record encountered marked as Remit address
o If only one address, use it
o Mark as an error if none can be determined
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For a Vendor with a DBA, entering a double-slash (//) in the Vendor Name field will designate
the line break OR use the down arrow at end of the field to open a text box to enter the DBA
for the Vendor Name. This will automatically add the //. This also works in the Address for
addresses over 30 characters.

Click to open text box

Will print on the 1099 as shown
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Searching and Reviewing Vendors for 1099 Reporting Accuracy

Review Vendor records to verify they are flagged for 1099, have all fields populated for 1099
reporting and are error free. This can be performed PRIOR to the Escape 4th quarter release
(ie, 21.4)

Go to Finance – Purchasing – Vendors
•
•

Payments Dated: 01/01/2021-12/31/2021
Click Go to generate the list

Use Mnemonics for dates

*

*NOTE:

if you are confident in your vendor record set up and that vendors have been flagged as a

1099 Vendor you can add “Yes” to the 1099 Vendor field search criteria.
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Review list in Escape for missing Tax ID’s, missing Tax Classification, duplicate Tax IDs,
duplicate Vendors.
List can be exported to Excel and conditional formatting applied to help in determining
duplicate Tax ID’s and duplicate Vendors.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Use the sort feature on the list to sort by specific columns
Confirm Tax Classification is Correct
Verify Federal Tax ID and/or State Tax ID or SSN fields are populated with correct
formatting. TIN is xx-xxxxxx, SSN is xxx-xx-xxxx.
o If nine characters are entered without a dash, the software assumes that the
number is a social security number
Verify 1099 Form box is filled in appropriately
A vendor that has several types of payments should NOT have this field hardcoded
Make adjustments as needed in Vendor Record or the Vendor 1099 box

Note: The social security numbers are masked on the list. You must have permissions
to view the full security number in the Vendor record under the Tasks activities.

1099 Reporting Common Errors in Escape
Tax ID number or address is missing for this vendor
•

This will prevent the printing of 1099s for those vendors

Negative amounts
•

This will prevent the printing of 1099s, since you cannot report negative amounts

No 1099 Form Created
•

This vendor will not receive a 1099 because there is a No in the 1099 field in the Vendor
record, or their payments did not reach the reporting minimum

Duplicate Vendors (This should not occur but does on occasion)
•

Vendor records will need to be “combined” for 1099 Reporting

Duplicate Tax ID (This should not occur but does on occasion)
•

Vendor records will need to be “combined” for 1099 Reporting

Multiple 1099 box values
•

This occurs when a liability account is used to pay for a requisition and at least one
account points to a 1099 box. When a liability account is used to pay for a requisition,
the software reads the requisition accounts to determine if any of the other accounts for
the prior fiscal year are reportable on 1099s. If there is an account, the software maps
the entire amount of the requisition to the account with the highest 1099 box.
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Correcting 1099 Reporting Errors
Tax ID number or address is missing for this vendor
•
•

This will prevent the printing of 1099s for those vendors
Research and enter information in the Vendor record according to W9

Go to Finance – Purchasing – Vendors
•
•

Active: Yes
Click Go

•

Open Vendor Record and enter missing information
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Negative Amounts
This will prevent the printing of 1099s, since you cannot report negative amounts. The
possible reason could be related to a credit memo (a negative invoice) that used a different
object code than the object code used in the original invoice.

Go to Finance – Processes – Tax Reporting – Vendor 1099
•
•
•
•

Review these vendors to determine why the amount was negative and make an
adjustment with a detailed reason in the Vendor 1099 record
From the Tasks menu drop down in the Vendor Record in the 1099 Processing
Select edit and the fields will open
Note that only the first box in each section will open. The remaining fields are locked as
those amounts came in from system generated activities

•
•

Enter negative and /or positive adjustments Adjust field
Make sure to use the Adjustment Reason field for description of change

•
•
•

Save/Close the record
Go to Search to refresh list and view changes
The adjusted amounts will be in Adjustment Amount Column
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No 1099 Form Created
Vendor will not receive a 1099 because there is a No in the 1099 field in the Vendor record or
their payments did not reach the reporting minimum.
If the vendor is less than the reporting threshold, no further action is necessary. If they should
receive a 1099, edit the Vendor record

Go to Finance – Purchasing – Vendors
•
•
•

Active: Yes
Click Go
Open Vendor Record and change 1099 Flag to Yes

Minimum Reporting
Threshold is $600 for
the calendar year

Duplicate Vendors
Go to Finance – Purchasing – Vendors
•
•

Active: Yes
Click Go to get list
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•

Determine which Vendor record has more requisitions recorded against it and inactivate
the other record by changing the vendor’s active flag to No

•

After inactivating the duplicate Vendor record, the Vendor 1099 forms for both vendors
will need to be adjusted.

Go to Finance – Processes – Tax Reporting – Vendor 1099
•
•
•

Calendar Year: 2021
Vendor Name: Enter Vendor Name
Click Go
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Edit the Vendor 1099 form record of the Inactive vendor,
•

Section 1- 4 – Open the sections to adjust the amounts to zero

•

Section 6 – Adjustment Reason
o Enter a note in the Adjustment Reason field referring to the other vendor’s code

Edit the Vendor 1099 form record of the Active vendor,
•

Section 1- 4 – Open the sections to add the amounts to appropriate section

•

Section 6 – Adjustment Reason
Enter a note in the Adjustment Reason field referring to the other vendor’s code
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Duplicate Tax ID
Go to Finance – Purchasing - Vendors
•
•
•
•

Active: Yes
Click Go to get list
Click on List Tab
Sort by Federal Tax ID column

•

Open Vendor Records and update according to W9 form that is attached to the Vendor
Record

Multiple 1099 Box Values
This occurs when a liability account is used to pay for a requisition and at least one account
points to a 1099 box. When a liability account is used to pay for a requisition, the software
reads the requisition accounts to determine if any of the other accounts for the prior fiscal year
are reportable on 1099s. If there is an account, the software maps the entire amount of the
requisition to the account with the highest 1099 box.

Go to Finance – Requisitions – Vendor Requisitions
•

Review the requisition

Go to Finance – Processes – Tax Reporting – Vendor 1099
•

Adjust the 1099 box amounts as needed in the Vendor 1099 Process activity
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Generate and Work The 1099 List

The generation of the 1099’s is done by the District by clicking Go to generate the list in the
Vendor 1099 activity. This is where you review for accuracy and make any additional manual
adjustments.

Go to Finance – Processes – Tax Reporting – Vendor 1099
•
•

Calendar Year: 2021 (default)
Click Go to generate the list

Use the Quick Start menu

•

Review list, paying special attention to the Status and Problem Desc column

Note: Not all entries in Problem Description Column and Status Column are problems that
need to be corrected. Ie. “Under Min $” is a notification; “Needed” means a form is needed to
be printed. However, “Incorrectly formatted or missing Tax ID” will need to be corrected.
Review Status and Problem Desc columns carefully.
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If there are changes that need to be made to a Vendor record, they can be done using the
Quick link or in the Vendor activity
•
•

Highlight vendor on list
Open Record

Example: Incorrectly formatted Tax ID/Missing Tax ID
•
•

Update Vendor Record
Save/Close

•

Go back to Vendor 1099 Activity
o Refresh 1099 List
o Verify Error is corrected
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Manual Adjustments
Review Canceled Checks and Make Manual Adjustments to 1099
Run a ReqPay09 – Cancel Check Register to determine if any checks were reported in
prior calendar year and canceled and reissued in current calendar year. A manual
adjustment will need to be made for the canceled amount in current calendar year.

Go to Finance – Reports – Req/Payment
•
•
•
•
•

Reissued?: Yes – include Reissued Checks
Starting Check Date: 01/01/2020
Ending Check Dates: 12/31/2020
Starting Check Cancel Date: 01/01/2021
Ending Check Cancel Date: 12/31/2021

•

Report will list all vendors with canceled checks.

•

o Identify 1099 Vendor(s)
Review Issued Date and Canceled Date
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•

Note Amount to post as 1099 Adjustment

•

Enter Adjustment to 1099

Go to Finance – Processes – Tax Reporting – Vendor 1099
•
•
•

Calendar Year: 2021 (default)
Click Go to generate the list
Open Vendor Record and update amounts (see steps on page 42). Remember to enter
an Adjustment Reason in the Vendor 1099 Record

Review Stale Dated Checks and Make Manual Adjustments to 1099
The 1099 process ignores stale dated checks based on the 9515 object code. However, if
the vendor is flagged to report as 1099, the stale with report unless there is a manual
adjustment since it was reported on the previous tax year based on constructive receipt
rules. Review 9515 account and update Vendor 1099 if necessary.

Go to Finance – Fiscal – Accounts
•
•

Object: 9515
Click Go to generate the list
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Manually Add a Miscellaneous Vendor
Payments made outside Escape, such as Revolving, Petty Cash, ASB (Associated Student
Body), Wire Transfers, or one-time payees paid through a Direct payment, can be manually
added to the Vendor 1099 Record. The vendor must be active in Escape first and flagged for
1099.

Go to Finance – Process – Tax Reporting – Vendor 1099
•
•

Calendar Year: 2021 (default)
Click Go to generate the list

•

From the List Tab click New to add vendor to the 1099 Vendor list

•
•
•
•

Enter the Vendor Code (Vendor must already exist and flagged as 1099)
Enter all necessary 1099 data for the vendor
Enter Adjustment Reason
Save/Close

For the manually added vendor to show on your 1099 vendor list, you will need do a new
search to update the Vendor list.
This manual vendor record may still need some editing to report correctly
• Review if vendor flagged for 1099
• Review Tax ID
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Section 7 – Escape 1099 Verification Reports
1099 Snapshot

Go to Finance - Process –Tax Reporting –Vendor 1099
Copy of the proposed 1099 form is available from the list
• Highlight vendor
• Click on Preview Button Magnifying Glass in tool bar to open snap shot
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ReqPay18 – Vendor 1099 Check Detail
For District Review Only, DO NOT SUBMIT

About the Report
The report provides a listing of those vendors who will be receiving 1099s from your district. It
lists the vendor ID/Tax ID, vendor name, check numbers and dollar amounts.
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to review vendor checks that are included in 1099s and show the
check detail for reconciling the 1099 "system" amounts.
Who Should Use
The person responsible for 1099 processing at your district would print this report. This may be
an AP, Accounting or Information Services staff member.
•

This report is not intended to match the 1099 list. It will report all checks written to a vendor
where the 1099 flag is set to Yes, AND find all check for an account with object where the
1099 flag is set to Yes.

Go to Finance – Reports – Req/Payment
Tax Year: 2021
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• The amount in the Review column is any amount where the 1099 Box column has a value
of 0 (zero), 254 (prepay), or 255 (liability), or a 1099 form number that should have been
assigned (because of the vendor or object code) but was not.

•

The check amount and/or vendor total line will display an asterisk (*) if the check
amount(s) does not equal the reported amount(s) plus the review amount(s). This does not
necessarily mean there is a problem: simply that there is a difference.

ReqPay28 – Vendor Activity History
For District Review Only, DO NOT SUBMIT

About the Report
The report details the vendor activity, gathering data through location information. This report
is based on requisition and payment data. In addition to the detail reports, this report also has
two summary options, one sorted by vendor name, the other by vendor ID. These options
collapse all detail into a single line for a vendor.
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to review vendor detail.
Who Should Use
AP, Accounting, or Information Services staff member responsible for vendor reconciliation
would print this report.
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Go to Finance – Reports – Req/Payment
•
•
•

1099 Subject?: Use the lookup to either include ONLY vendors subject to 1099 reporting
or ONLY vendors that are NOT subject to 1099 reporting or BOTH. (Defaults to both types.)
Starting Transaction Date: 1/1/2021 {BCC}
Ending Transaction Date: 12/31/2021 {ECC}

In the line where the Vendor name is reflected, the report will indicate if a 1099 Vendor, and if
Yes, which Box.
Below the Vendor name and address will be a list of payments made to the vendor the
calendar year.
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Final Submission CHECKLIST and REPORTS
1099 Review Check-Off List
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ReqPay07 – Vendor 1099 Log

The FINAL search for “1099’s having no problems” report is required and must be submitted
as a FINAL Report to SCOE. Review for accuracy before final submission.
About the Report
The report provides a listing of those vendors who will be receiving 1099 MISC and/or 1099
NEC forms from your district. It lists the vendor ID/Tax ID, vendor name, the amount calculated
from the 1099 process, the imported amount, any adjustments, and the total. It also includes a
summary of Federal and California State returns at the end of the report.
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to review vendor amounts that are included in 1099s.
Who Should Use
The person responsible for 1099 processing at your district would print this report. This may be
an AP, Accounting, or Information Services staff member.
•

Run INITIAL list with Problems
o Tax Year: 2021
o Problems: Only 1099’s with problems (@/U/?/#/x/-)
o Full Name: Yes – Show the Full 1099 Name (Line 1 and 2 could take 3 lines)
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The vendor name is from the 1099 that has been loaded.
1099 vendors with all zero amounts will not be included on the report.
If you exclude certain amounts, the report will exclude the amounts from the columns,
but will not change the number of 1099 vendors on the list (detail lines) nor will it affect
the totals in the summary.
If you limit the report to 1099 vendors with out of state addresses, the report will change
the number of 1099 vendors on the list, but it will not affect the summary.
If you exclude unreported vendors, this will affect the number of detail lines and all
totals.
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•

Run FINAL list with No Problems
o Tax Year: 2021
o Problems: 1099s having no problems
o Full Name: Yes – Show the Full 1099 Name (Line 1 and 2 could take 3 lines)
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ReqPay16 – Vendor 1099 Detail

The FINAL search for “1099’s having no problems” report is required and must be submitted
as a FINAL Report to SCOE. Review for accuracy before final submission.
About the Report
The report provides a detailed list of vendors who will be receiving 1099 MISC and/or 1099
NEC forms from your district. It marks those with incomplete addresses, amounts under the
minimum, missing tax IDs, the 1099 flag turned off in the vendor record, negative dollar
amounts, and vendors with foreign addresses. At the end of the report, it also includes a
listing of all the objects set up for 1099 processing.
Purpose
The purpose of this report is to help you work through 1099 errors and provide a document of
1099s generated.
Who Should Use
The person responsible for 1099 processing (e.g., AP, Accounting, or Information Services
staff member) would print this report.
•

Run INITIAL list with Problems
o Tax Year: 2021
o Problems: Only 1099’s with problems (@/U/?/#/x/-)
o Full Name: Yes – Show the Full 1099 Name (Line 1 and 2 could take 3 lines)
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•

•
•
•
•
•

This report is not intended to match the 1099 list. It is built using the same logic that
builds the 1099 file. Therefore, your list and the report may not match. If you make
any changes to the 1099 setup (e.g., changing components), you will need to reload
the list in the Vendor 1099 activity in order for those changes to be reflected in the
report.
The report determines which form the vendor should receive based on the amounts
in the 1099 boxes:
1099 MISC = Vendor has amounts for Rents (Box 1), Royalties (Box 2), Other (Box
3), Med/Health (Box 6), EGPP (Box 13), GPPA (Box 14), or State Income Tax (Box
16) boxes.
1099 NEC = Vendor with amounts for Non-employee Compensation (previously Box
7).
1099 vendors with zero amounts in all boxes will not be included in the report.
The report uses the address in the vendor record flagged as 1099. If no address is
flagged, the report will use the address in the Vendor record. If more than one
address is in the record but none is flagged as 1099, the report will use the default
remit to or the default issue.
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•

Run FINAL list No Problems
o Tax Year: 2021
o Problems: 1099s having no problems
o Full Name: Yes – Show the Full 1099 Name (Line 1 and 2 could take 3 lines)

FINAL CHECKLIST and
REPORTS ReqPay07 and ReqPay16 must be
Signed by the CBO and Submitted to
jsarsfield@scoe.org AND carend@scoe.org
January 7, 2022 by 4:30 p.m.
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